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In order to consent the access to the “Bus terminal” and to manage departures ad arrivals, the Carriers, 
before to subscribe a contract with the Bus Terminal Concessionaire, must send him an email to 
trieste.silos@sabagroup.com with a detailed timetable. Furthermore, the Carriers must send to the Bus 
Terminal Concessionaire, at least with a 15 days notice, an email with any change of the timetable. 
In case of tourist buses and occasional access to the “Bus terminal”, Carriers must send to the Bus Terminal 
Concessionaire an email to trieste.silos@sabagroup.com explaining the day and the time of the arrival.  
The buses must stop at the spot indicated by the Bus Terminal Concessionaire. The spot will remain the 
same for the entire stop, unless differently indicated by the Bus Terminal Concessionaire. 
To enter in the Bus Terminal, Carriers have to pay a rate, wich remunerates the access to the bus Terminal 
and the services to passengers. A rate is also set when a bus parks in the Bus Terminal. All the prices are set 
by the Bus Terminal Concessionaire respecting equity and non-discrimination of Carriers, according to the 
“REGOLAMENTO PER L’ESERCIZIO DELL’AUTOSTAZIONE”, the bus frequency, efficiency in the use of the Bus 
Terminal, the services provided by the Concessionaire and, finally, the net operating and investment costs 
of the Bus Terminal. The € 1,70 rate mentioned below and reserved to public services for every stop is set 
by the “Provincia di Trieste”. 
The access to the Bus Terminal is set for: 
•           with priority, buses with mid-long range; 
•           tourist buses, buses which occasionally stop in the Bus Terminal and, finally, if spots are available, 
other Carriers. 
Rates: 
•           € 1,70 (VAT included) for every stop of regional or medium-long range buses (TPL e MPL); 
•           € 190,00 (VAT included) monthly forfait for parking of regional or medium-long range buses (TPL e 
MLP); 
•           € 20,00 (VAT included) daily rate for tourist buses and occasional stops (NOL). 
Rates aren’t subject to Istat currency revaluation; there are no facilities/exemptions, as well as other rates 
or systems of rates. 
Rates and general terms and conditions explained above and applied by Saba Italia, are the same for all the 
Carriers, according to the principles of equity and non-discrimination. 
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